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ABSTRACT

To enhance risk stratification in patients sus-
pected of coronary artery disease, the assess-
ment of coronary artery calcium (CAC) could be
incorporated, especially when CAC can be
readily assessed on previously performed non-
gated chest computed tomography (CT).
Guidelines recommend reporting on patients’
extent of CAC on these non-cardiac directed
exams and various studies have shown the
diagnostic and prognostic value. However, this
method is still little applied, and no current
consensus exists in clinical practice. This review
aims to point out the clinical utility of different
kinds of CAC assessment on non-gated CTs. It
demonstrates that these scans indeed represent
a merely untapped and underestimated resource
for risk stratification in patients with

stable chest pain or an increased risk of cardio-
vascular events. To our knowledge, this is the
first review to describe the clinical utility of
different kinds of visual CAC evaluation on
non-gated unenhanced chest CT. Various
methods of CAC assessment on non-gated CT
are discussed and compared in terms of diag-
nostic and prognostic value. Furthermore, the
application of these non-gated CT scans in the
general practice of cardiology is discussed. The
clinical utility of coronary calcium assessed on
non-gated chest CT, according to the current
literature, is evident. This resource of informa-
tion for cardiac risk stratification needs no
specific requirements for scan protocol, and is
radiation-free and cost-free. However, some
gaps in research remain. In conclusion, the
integration of CAC on non-gated chest CT in
general cardiology should be promoted and
research on this method should be encouraged.
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Key Summary Points

This study aimed to describe the clinical
utility of different kinds of visual coronary
artery calcium (CAC) assessment on non-
gated unenhanced chest computed
tomography (CT), thereby providing an
overview of the currently applied methods
and an interpretive consensus for the
clinical practice.

Visual CAC on non-gated chest CT can be
quantified based on the presence or
absence of CAC, or on the number of
vessels with visible CAC. Alternatively, it
can also be quantified on an ordinal scale
based on features of CAC (e.g., the total
extent of calcification, the exact length of
the calcified parts or the extent of
‘‘blooming’’ of calcification). These
methods need no specific imaging
requirements.

Each of these methods has been proven
diagnostically accurate and strongly
predictive of coronary events or mortality.
In terms of clinical utility, the vessel-
specific extent-based ordinal score and the
simple visual score seem most optimal.

Reporting on accidental CAC on non-
gated CT allows for early identification of
high-risk individuals and early initiation
of preventative therapy, hereby improving
patients’ cardiovascular prognosis.

When implemented optimally,
incorporation of this method in standard
care could lead to a cost reduction of
downstream additional non-invasive
imaging and can ensure a more
personalized and evidence-based
approach to patient care, as high-risk
individuals are readily identified and
unnecessary testing in low-risk individuals
is avoided.

INTRODUCTION

Coronary artery disease (CAD) has a great
impact on the general practice of cardiology,
affecting 20–40% of the general population and
representing 27% of the economic cardiovas-
cular disease (CVD) burden in Europe alone
[1, 2]. Therefore, an accurate and streamlined
clinical evaluation of patients suspected of
having CAD is paramount. Guidelines [3, 4]
recommend the assessment of coronary artery
calcium (CAC) on cardiac computed tomogra-
phy (CT) to determine patients’ CAD burden
and prognosis. This method has been proven
accurate and efficient in clinically evaluating
both symptomatic and asymptomatic patients
[5–9]. Furthermore, the clinical applicability of
CAC for CVD risk estimation has been validated
in both young and elderly patients [10–12].

Recent studies have proven that CAC can be
readily assessed on non-cardiac directed CT as
well [13–16]. These non-gated unenhanced
chest CTs have been previously performed for
evaluation of non-cardiac diseases (e.g., pul-
monary diseases). Guidelines recommend
reporting on patients’ extent of CAC on these
non-cardiac-directed exams [17, 18].

As stated earlier, the global burden of CAD is
not only a health issue but an economic chal-
lenge to healthcare systems that is expected to
grow exponentially in future years. Henceforth,
there is a rising need for simple clinically
available information on cardiac risk factors. An
inexpensive radiation-free method for the
assessment of patients’ CAC would fit these
criteria. The clinical value of this source of freely
accessible risk information could be wide-rang-
ing, for example in optimizing patient selection
for advanced imaging procedures in symp-
tomatic patients or for cardiovascular risk esti-
mation in asymptomatic patients.

This review aims to provide an overview of
the different methods for CAC evaluation on
non-gated unenhanced chest CTs and to
describe their clinical utility, and ultimately to
promote the integration of CAC evaluation on
non-gated CT in the general practice of
cardiology.
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METHODS

In order to describe the clinical utility of eval-
uating CAC on non-gated unenhanced chest
CTs, we performed a scoping review.

Literature Search

A search strategy in PubMed was implemented
using terms related to ‘‘coronary calcium’’ and
‘‘non-gated’’. Furthermore, terms related to the
Medical Subject Headings (i.e., MeSH terms)
‘‘coronary artery disease’’, and ‘‘thorax’’ were used,
as depicted in Table 1. This search strategy
yielded 536 articles, from which the literature
applicable to our study was selected. Other
studies were added using a snow-ball method to
broaden the scope to determine in which
aspects visual CAC assessment on non-gated
chest CT could be of clinical value.

This article is based on previously conducted
studies and does not contain any new studies

with human participants or animals performed
by any of the authors.

METHODS OF CAC ASSESSMENT
AND QUANTIFICATION ON NON-
GATED CT

Several methods of CAC quantification on non-
gated chest CT have been explored.

The Agatston Score

The application of the Agatston score on rou-
tine chest CT can be limitedly generated due to
the specific acquisition method. The Agatston
score from cardiac-directed CT is the product of
the within-slice CAC plaque area and the pla-
que-specific density factors (1, 2, 3, 4) summed
for all slices. These density factors are based on
increasing Hounsfield units (HU). To keep a
strong agreement with the original Agatston
score on 130-kV electron beam cardiac-directed

Table 1 Search strategy for scoping review

Search Query

#1 ‘‘calcium scoring’’[tw] OR ‘‘Agatston score’’[tw] OR ‘‘calcium score’’[tw] OR ‘‘Agatston’’[tw] OR ‘‘cac score’’[tw]

OR ‘‘Coronary artery calcium’’[tw] OR ‘‘CAC’’[tw] OR ‘‘Visual assessment’’[tw] OR ‘‘Ordinal’’[tw]

#2 ‘‘Coronary Artery Disease’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘Coronary Artery Diseases’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Coronary Artery

Disease’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Disease’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Diseases’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Coronary Disease’’[tw]

OR ‘‘Coronary Arteriosclerosis’’[tw] OR ‘‘Coronary Atherosclerosis’’[tw]

#3 (‘‘Thorax’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘Chest’’[tw] OR ‘‘thoracic ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ thorax’’[tw] OR ‘‘lung ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ pulmonary’’[tw])

OR (‘‘nongated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ ungated’’[tw] OR ‘‘un-gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-triggered’’[tw] OR

‘‘non-triggered’’[tw] OR ‘‘non ECG gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-ECG gated’’[tw] OR ‘‘non ECG-gated’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-

ECG-gated’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-electrocardiogram-gated’’[tw])

FINAL (‘‘calcium scoring’’[tw] OR ‘‘Agatston score’’[tw] OR ‘‘calcium score’’[tw] OR ‘‘Agatston’’[tw] OR ‘‘cac score’’[tw]

OR ‘‘Coronary artery calcium’’[tw] OR ‘‘CAC’’[tw] OR ‘‘Visual assessment’’[tw] OR ‘‘Ordinal’’[tw]) AND

(‘‘Coronary Artery Disease’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘Coronary Artery Diseases’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Coronary Artery

Disease’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Disease’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Diseases’’[tw] OR ‘‘Left Main Coronary Disease’’[tw]

OR ‘‘Coronary Arteriosclerosis’’[tw] OR ‘‘Coronary Atherosclerosis’’[tw]) AND ((‘‘Thorax’’[Mesh] OR

‘‘Chest’’[tw] OR ‘‘thoracic ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ thorax’’[tw] OR ‘‘lung ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ pulmonary’’[tw]) OR (‘‘nongated ’’[tw]

OR ‘‘non-gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘ ungated’’[tw] OR ‘‘un-gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-triggered’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-triggered’’[tw]

OR ‘‘non ECG gated ’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-ECG gated’’[tw] OR ‘‘non ECG-gated’’[tw] OR ‘‘non-ECG-gated’’[tw] OR

‘‘non-electrocardiogram-gated’’[tw]))
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CT, the HU threshold needs to be specifically
altered when lower kV settings are applied [19].
Furthermore, studies have found that slice
thickness[3 mm can seemingly underestimate
the total CAC score [20]. These features appear
to be an inherent limitation of all Agatston
scoring software systems [21] and form a prob-
lem on non-cardiac CT with often varying kV
settings and slice thickness. In addition, specific
software is required to compute the Agatston
score, which not every physician can easily
access.

Visual Assessment

Further quantification methods are visually
performed. This can be simply based on the
presence or absence of CAC, or on the number
of vessels with visible CAC [22]. Alternatively,
CAC can also be quantified on an ordinal scale
based on features of CAC (e.g., the total extent
of calcification, the exact length of the calcified
parts or the extent of ‘‘blooming’’ of calcifica-
tion). On coronary CT angiography (CCTA),
calcifications can cause an illuminated white
blurriness, which complicates grading the
degree of occlusion of the coronary lumen. This
is called ‘‘blooming’’, a partial volume artifact
caused by limited spatial resolution of CT
scanners and complicates delineating the edges
of high-density objects (i.e., bone or calcifica-
tion) [23].

THE DIAGNOSTIC
AND PROGNOSTIC VALUE
OF VISUAL CAC QUANTIFICATION
ON NON-GATED CT

We evaluated the diagnostic and prognostic
performance of the different CAC quantifica-
tion methods on non-gated chest CT in CAD
mentioned above. These methods are depicted
in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. Table 2 and Fig. 5 present
an overview of these methods in terms of
accuracy, intra-and interobserver agreement,
and time efficiency.

The Total Visual Score (TVS) and Length-
Based Methods

The most exact and least subjective methods are
the Total Visual Score (TVS) and length-based
methods (Fig. 1), as they measure the exact
length of CAC in mm [24–26]. Therefore, the
intra-and interobserver agreement of these
methods is excellent. For the length-based
method, the interobserver agreement ranged
from 0.80 to 0.90 and the intra-observer agree-
ment ranged from 0.80 to 0.92 [25, 26]. For TVS,
the interobserver agreement ranged from 0.80
to 0.92 [24]. In terms of prognosis, TVS could
accurately predict all-cause mortality (odds ratio
(OR) 1.3, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.3–1.8,
p\0.001) and CVD mortality (OR 1.8, 95% CI
1.5–2.1, p\0.001). Huang et al. [26] reported a
negative predictive value of 98% for the absence
of CAC and a positive predictive value of 98%
for the presence of CAC with the length-based
method. The sensitivity and specificity were
resp. 92% and 98%. The downside of these
methods is that they are relatively time-con-
suming compared to simpler and equally accu-
rate methods (i.e., the vessel-specific extent-
based method) [24] and less readily applied
requiring multiple measurements.

The Weston Score

Another way to quantify patients’ CAC is to
assess the extent of blooming, i.e., the Weston
score (Fig. 2). When compared to the Agatston
score on cardiac-directed CT, this method could
determine patients’ CAC burden equally well
(correlation, R = 0.81, p\0.001) [27]. Further-
more, the Weston score showed a similar trend
to the Kaplan–Meier curves for coronary event-
free survival as the Agatston score [28].
Although this method has proven accurate in
quantifying patients’ CAC and predictive of
coronary events, it is relatively subjective and
challenging for physicians untrained in this
particular skill.
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Fig. 1 The Total Visual Score and length based score as
methods for visual CAC assessment. A The Total Visual
Score for visual CAC assessment. B The length-based

method for CAC assessment. LCA left coronary artery,
LCx left circumflex, mm millimeters, RCA right coronary
artery, LM left main, LAD left anterior descending

Fig. 2 The Weston score for visual CAC assessment. LAD left anterior descending, LCx left circumflex, LM left main, mm
millimeters, RCA right coronary artery, CAC coronary artery calcium

Cardiol Ther (2024) 13:69–87 73



Segment-Specific Extent-Based Scores

This method comments on the extent of
patients’ CAC based on the number of segments
involved of the entire coronary tree, divided
into either 9 or 27 segments (Fig. 3). This
method of CAC quantification and localization

is found to be less time-efficient compared to
simpler methods. Suh et al. [29] reported that
segment-specific CAC assessment was the most
time-consuming and had an inferior interob-
server agreement. Possibly, this method is
found to be too detailed to be applied in the

Fig. 3 The segment-specific extent-based method for
visual CAC assessment. A Qualitative type of the
segment-specific extent-based method for visual CAC
assessment. B Semi-quantitative type of the segment-

specific extent-based method for visual CAC assessment.
LAD left anterior descending, LCx left circumflex, LM left
main, mm millimeters, RCA right coronary artery, CAC
coronary artery calcium

Fig. 4 Vessel-specific extent-based method of visual CAC assessment. LAD left anterior descending, LCx left circumflex,
LM left main, mm millimeter, RCA right coronary artery, CAC coronary artery calcium
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general population with natural variations of
the coronary tree.

Vessel-Specific Extent-Based Score

The most extensively researched method of
visual CAC quantification is the vessel-specific
extent-based score (Fig. 4), which reports on the
number of vessels involved [13–16, 21, 24, 25,
29–32]. According to expert consensus [33],
reporting on the number of vessels involved is
key information when analyzing patients’ CAC.
Furthermore, literature describes this as the
most time-efficient method of CAC quantifica-
tion with a good interobserver agreement
ranging from 0.70 to 0.97 [25, 29, 31]. Three
studies reported an excellent sensitivity of 100%
and a specificity of 100% [14, 21, 31]. When

compared with the classic Agatston score, this
method has shown a similar significant rela-
tionship between CAC score and odds of car-
diovascular death [13, 30]. An increase in risk
for CVD events of 25% was seen per 1 standard
deviation (SD) increase of the vessel-specific
CAC score, the risk for coronary events
increased with 42% per 1 SD. Shemesh et al. [15]
found that the vessel-specific ordinal CAC score
of CAC C 4 (i.e., severe calcification) was a sig-
nificant predictor of CVD death with OR = 2.1
(p = 0.0002). A more recent study [34] reported
a 2.9-fold increased risk of myocardial infarc-
tion, a 3.7-fold increased risk of stroke, and a
1.8-fold risk of all-cause mortality with severe
CAC (i.e., CAC C 4).

Fig. 5 Overview of agreement, correlation, and evaluation
time of different methods for visual CAC quantification.
A Interobserver agreement with kappa-statistics. B Corre-
lation with the Agatston score on gated cardiac CT.

C Evaluation time for CAC quantification on non-gated
CT, in seconds. CAC coronary artery calcium, TVS Total
Visual Score, CT computed tomography
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Simple Visual Score

Sensibly, the most readily applied and least
time-consuming method is the simple visual
score, which comments on the presence (or
absence) of CAC. CAC severity is not quantified
on an ordinal score, but based on clinical
judgment. This method is the most subjective
with a low interobserver agreement of only 0.50
[29]. Still, a study containing 410 patients with
a chest CT as follow-up on long-nodules con-
cluded that simply commenting on either the
presence of CAC or on the number of arteries
with CAC was of equal prognostic value as the
Agatston score. The reported sensitivity was
100% and specificity was 93%. The c-statistics of
the multivariable Kaplan–Meier Models were
0.80 vs. 0.81, respectively [22]. Chiles et al. [16]
aimed to validate risk assessment with CAC
quantification on non-gated chest CT for car-
diac death and all-cause mortality in asymp-
tomatic patients, incorporating several
methods. The simple visual score was strongly
associated with both cardiac death and all-cause
mortality and demonstrated an increased risk of
events with an increase in the CAC-severity
category.

Coronary Artery Calcium Data
and Reporting System (CAC-DRS)

To determine the prognosis of patients and
adjust medical treatment, the Coronary Artery
Calcium Data and Reporting System (CAC-DRS)
is recommended [33]. Society of Cardiovascular
Computed Tomography (SCCT) guidelines rec-
ommend this form of standardized reporting, as
it highlights key imaging features (number of
vessels involved) associated with increased
patient risk.

Each method of visual CAC assessment
described in this paragraph has proven to be
diagnostically accurate and strongly predictive
of coronary events or mortality. However, when
comparing these methods in terms of clinical
utility, the vessel-specific extent-based ordinal
score and the simple visual score seem most
optimal. These methods are most readily
applied and both demonstrate a strong

correlation and good agreement with the clini-
cally validated Agatston score on electrocardio-
gram (ECG)-gated CT, as described in Table 2.

IMAGING REQUIREMENTS
FOR ACCURATE CAC ASSESSMENT
ON NON-GATED CT

In terms of imaging requirements, different
acquisition protocols for CAC quantification on
non-gated chest CT have been explored. The
first is the variating radiation dose of non-gated
scans. CAC assessed on low-dose CT scans
(1.5–2.57 mSv), ultra-low-dose CT scans
(0.24 mSv), and standard-dose CTs
(3.4–3.8 mSv) have shown an equally strong
correlation with the classic Agatston score and
were all strongly associated with CVD death and
all-cause mortality [16, 31].

Another variating imaging feature is the slice
thickness. In studies on ordinal calcium scoring,
a great variety of slice thicknesses has been
evaluated ranging from 1.25 to 6 mm, each
proving diagnostically accurate [25, 30, 35].

Lastly, the admission of contrast variates
with different non-gated CT protocols. A study
by Fresno et al. [36] evaluated the accuracy of
CAC assessment on both contrast-enhanced
and non-contrast-enhanced non-gated CT as
compared to the classic Agatston score. They
reported a high sensitivity (89%) and even
higher specificity (100%) for both scans. CAC
on both scans was significantly associated with
major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE).
However, CAC severity was more often under-
estimated on contrast-enhanced CT versus non-
contrast enhanced CT (41% vs. 26%, respec-
tively). As contrast administration highlights
the vessel lumen, the distinction between con-
trast and low-density calcifications could be
complicated.

In terms of clinical utility, each type of
radiation dose CT can be applied, each slice
thickness, and both contrast-enhanced and
non-contrast-enhanced CT have been found
sufficient for the quantification of CAC.

Cardiol Ther (2024) 13:69–87 77



CAC ON NON-GATED CT
IN ASYMPTOMATIC
AND SYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS

The clinical implication and value of CAC
assessment is different in asymptomatic and
symptomatic patients. In asymptomatic
patients, CAC assessment on non-gated CT can
be applied for cardiovascular risk management.
Previous studies have demonstrated that evalu-
ation of CAC on non-gated CT in asymptomatic
patients can determine patients prognosis
equally well as CAC on cardiac CT
[16, 22, 24, 30]. For example, Blair et al. [30]
performed a case–control study in 228 com-
munity-living individuals. Patients who died
due to cardiovascular disease (n = 57) formed
the cases and were matched 1:3 with 171 con-
trols. They demonstrated a similar hazard ratio
(HR) of CVD mortality for CAC on non-gated
CT as on cardiac CT, respectively 1.57 (p = 0.05)
vs. 1.66 (p = 0.04). Conversely, in CT in 410
patients who were evaluated for lung diseases,
the absence of CAC on non-gated performed as
a strong negative predictor of events [22]. The
event-free survival of patients with CAC 0 on
non-gated CT was similar to patients with CAC
0 on cardiac CT (96.1% and 95.9%,
respectively).

In addition, CAC burden in asymptomatic
patients is a more patient-specific risk indicator
than cardiac risk factors (e.g., hypertension,
diabetes). For example, a study amongst 740
hospital inpatients [37] demonstrated that CAC
on non-gated CT was associated with a high
hazard ratio for MACE, e.g., myocardial infarc-
tion of HR 6.0 (CI 13.7–9.7, p\0.001). Even
when adjusted for classic cardiovascular risk
factors, the hazard ratio remained high, HR 3.2
(CI 1.8–5.6, p\0.001). Additionally, Graby
et al. [34] demonstrated that CAC alone had the
highest HR for myocardial infarction compared
to classic cardiovascular risk factors, CAC HR
8.6 (CI 4.6–16.2, p\ 0.01) vs. diabetes HR 1.7
(CI 1.0–3.0, p = 0.04) and hypertension HR 2.8
(CI 1.9–4.2, p\0.01).

Another important factor of CAC evaluation
on non-gated CT in asymptomatic patients is
the early identification of (severe) CAC. In

terms of prognosis, this allows for early inter-
vention with preventative therapy and early risk
modification, thereby improving patients’ car-
diovascular prognosis.

In symptomatic patients, CAC assessment on
non-gated CT could generally be applied to rule
out or diagnose CAD; unfortunately, studies
have yet to explore this possibility.

DIFFERENCES IN CAC ON NON-
GATED CT BETWEEN SEXES
AND AGE STRATA

The extent and prevalence of CAC differs
between male and female patients [38]. This
could be explained by the difference in
atherosclerotic plaque development [39]. On
non-gated CT, the difference in CAC between
sexes has been demonstrated by Shemesh et al.
[15, 40]. They reported a constant higher
prevalence of CAC and higher mean CAC score
for men than women in the same age strata.
Thus female patients have a generally lower
CAC prevalence as male patients in the same
age strata. Despite the difference in prevalence,
the risk for cardiovascular death increases with
rising CAC score in both women and men [15].

The prevalence of CAC variates between
patients of different age strata as well. Graby
et al. demonstrated an increasing CAC preva-
lence with older age (p\0.001), ranging from
3% in patients\40 years and 94% in
patients C 90 years old. Due to the demon-
strated difference of CAC prevalence in age
groups, the clinical value of CAC assessment in
the young is questioned. Although CAC preva-
lence is low in younger individuals, the pres-
ence of CAC is associated with a severely
increased risk of cardiovascular events [11].
Therefore, reporting on CAC on non-cardiac
directed scans could identify patients at
increased risk much earlier. Graby et al. [34]
investigated the number needed to report for
patients to benefit from a change in clinical
management. They reported that the number
needed to report accidental CAC on non-gated
CT is only two in patients of\40 years old.
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CAC ON NON-GATED CT
AS A GATEKEEPER TO TAILOR
DOWNSTREAM ADDITIONAL
IMAGING

The performance of additional non-invasive
imaging in patients with stable chest pain is
based on their pre-test likelihood of having
obstructive CAD. Patients’ pre-test likelihood is
estimated based on risk factors, age, sex type of
complaints, or ECG abnormalities. These risk
models have been proven to be very sensitive
[41]; however, they appear to often overesti-
mate patients’ risk of obstructive CAD [42]. This
study by Rijlaarsdam et al. compared the
National Institute for Health and Care Excel-
lence (NICE) guidelines and the 2019 European
Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines for
diagnosing suspected stable angina. They
reported that the majority of patients with an
intermediate—high risk did not have obstruc-
tive coronary artery disease, respectively, 81%
and 79%. The overestimation of patients’ actual
risk of obstructive CAD leads to an over-per-
formance of additional noninvasive imaging.
With the current economic burden on health-
care systems, an extra tool to filter these
patients more specifically would be desirable.

CAC on cardiac CT has played an evident
role in patient-specific risk reclassification
[42–44]. Recently, CAC on non-gated CT has
been proven accurate and valuable as well [45].
As these scans were performed previous to
patients CAD evaluation, this information
would be available at the earliest convenience.
An exploratory study by Chi et al. [14] reported
that these scans are available in[10% of
patients who are evaluated for having coronary
artery disease. Possibly, this tool could prove
efficient in streamlining or tailoring down-
stream non-invasive imaging in patients with
stable chest pain.

THE CLINICAL VALUE OF CAC
ON NON-GATED CT ON LIFESTYLE
MODIFICATION

An important aspect of coronary artery disease
is the necessity of lifestyle- and risk-factor
modification to prevent (re-)occurrence of
events (e.g., myocardial infarction). Unfortu-
nately, warranted lifestyle modifications are
often not realized. Interestingly, CAC on non-
gated CT could provide a solution. Patients’
CAD burden is easily visualized by the extent of
coronary artery calcifications. In patients with a
previously performed non-gated CT, this infor-
mation would be available at the earliest con-
sultation of a cardiologist or even general
physician. Previous studies on CAC on cardiac
CT have demonstrated that patients’ knowledge
of their calcium score correlates with improved
adherence and more effective lifestyle modifi-
cation [46, 47]. This has yet to be proven with
non-gated CT, though the effect would proba-
bly be the same.

THE CLINICAL VALUE OF CAC
ON NON-GATED CT ON MEDICAL
THERAPY

It would be interesting to evaluate the health
benefit and clinical impact on therapy of
reporting on accidental CAC on non-cardiac
directed scans. If reported, primary prevention
could be initiated in an early (subclinical) phase
of patients’ coronary artery disease. The recent
NOTIFY-1 (Incidental Coronary Calcification
Quality Improvement Project) trial [48]
explored this possibility in 173 patients who
had a non-gated CT on which coronary artery
calcium was observed. Patients were random-
ized to either the notification arm or standard-
of-care arm. In the patients who were notified
about their calcium score (n = 86), preventative
therapy was significantly more initiated than in
patients with standard care. As a result, low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol levels were sig-
nificantly lower in the notification arm as
compared to the standard-of-care arm, respec-
tively, 97.2 vs. 115.3 mg/dl (P = 0.005). For
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future perspectives, long-term follow-up and
overall event-free survival of the notified
patients could prove interesting.

Patients’ CAC burden has proven to be a
more patient-specific indicator for medical
therapy than risk factors. Phillips et al. demon-
strated this in a population of 256 patients with
breast cancer. These patients had an increased
risk of CAD and by extension cardiovascular
events. According to Phillips et al. [32], the
vessel-specific ordinal score on non-gated CT
reclassified 7% of patients with a low risk (ac-
cording to risk factors), in a higher-risk category
and identified them as patients who would
benefit from statin therapy. The Risk Or Benefit
IN Screening for CArdiovascular Diseases
(ROBINSCA) trial [49] has demonstrated this for
CAC on cardiac CT. Conversely, the absence of
CAC in patients with risk-enhancing factors
(e.g., diabetes or elevated levels of lipopro-
tein(a)) was associated with lower absolute
event rates [50]. Therefore, despite risk-en-
hancing factors, statin therapy would not be
indicated.

Noteworthy, statin therapy has shown to
increase calcification of coronary plaques, i.e.,
the calcium density [51, 52]. Therefore, when
preventative therapy and effective risk-factor
treatment is initiated, the extent of patients
CAC can increase while patients’ cardiovascular
event risk decreases. This forms a problem with
the performance of the Agatston score on car-
diac CT, and physicians should keep this in
mind when evaluating patients’ CAC. Possibly,
the visual CAC assessment methods on non-
gated CT are less affected by the increased
density of calcification due to statin therapy, as
these methods do not incorporate the density in
their quantification (except for the Weston
score).

COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF CAC
ASSESSMENT ON NON-GATED CT

With the current economic strain on health
care systems, an inexpensive method for CAC
evaluation for clinical decision-making would
seem desirable. CAC assessment on these non-
cardiac directed scans has been proven efficient

in diagnosis and prognosis of CAD. The ques-
tion remains whether this would be cost-effec-
tive as well. Imaginably, the incorporation of
this method in standard care would not gener-
ate any extra costs. In addition, expenses could
be spared when the performance of additional
non-invasive testing is withheld in the absence
of CAC. Gomes et al. [53] investigated the cost-
effectiveness of CAC-guide strategy on cardiac
CT in patients up for CAD evaluation. They
concluded that CAC could form a gatekeeper for
additional non-invasive imaging (i.e., CCTA) if
society would be willing to pay €2172 for an
additional correct diagnosis, in which case the
use of CCTA would decrease by 50%. For future
perspectives, a likewise evaluation for CAC on
non-cardiac CT would be interesting.

CAC ON NON-GATED CT
IN PATIENTSWITH CANCER

As mentioned earlier, patients with cancer are
evidently at risk for cardiovascular events. Data
are plentiful on CVD in patients with cancer
due to cardiotoxicity of several treatments [54]
or synergistic risk factors for both cancer and
CVD [55]. Furthermore, due to improved cancer
therapies, patients have an increased survival.
Simultaneously, they have an increased possi-
bility of experiencing MACE based on delayed
side effects of their cancer treatments. Arme-
nian et al. [56] reported a significantly worse all-
cause mortality of patients with cancer with
CVD than patients with cancer without CVD
and recommended early cardiovascular risk
assessment in cancer survivors. For these rea-
sons, patients with cancer would benefit from
early cardiac screening and surveillance. In this
population, non-gated CTs are often performed
for cancer surveillance and disease follow-up
(e.g., breast and lung cancer).

Guidelines [17, 18] advise the use of these
scans for CAC assessment and the incorporation
of this method for early CAD identification and
risk estimation for prognosis. Several studies
[16, 24, 29, 57] have explored the clinical utility
of CAC assessment on these non-cardiac-di-
rected scans. A recent multicenter trial, the
ITALUNG trial [57], demonstrated that
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moderate-to-severe calcifications on non-gated
CT were significantly associated with cardio-
vascular mortality in 1364 patients with lung
cancer. Patients had a median follow-up of 11.4
(10.9–11.9) years and CAC was assessed visually
and categorized as none, mild, moderate, or
severe. CVD mortality increased significantly
per CAC severity category (p = 0.015). Earlier,
Chiles et al. [16] reported similar results in 1442
patients of the National Lung Screening Trial
(NSLT), incorporating the extent-based vessel-
specific score.

AUTOMATED CORONARY
CALCIUM QUANTIFICATION
ON NON-GATED CHEST CT

A possible future method of coronary calcium
quantification is the direct or automatic quan-
tification of CAC through artificial intelligence
(AI). Several studies have explored a variety of
techniques developed for this method of CAC
quantification [58–60]. Although this develop-
ment is most exciting for radiology and AI, the
clinical utility in the general practice of cardi-
ology is yet debatable, as simple visual estima-
tion has already been proven accurate in
determining CAD burden and patients’
prognosis.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first review to
describe the clinical utility of different kinds of
visual CAC assessment on non-gated unen-
hanced chest CT. Although several studies have
demonstrated the evident diagnostic and prog-
nostic value, no current interpretive consensus
exists in clinical practice. According to the lit-
erature on CAC evaluation on non-gated (i.e.,
non-cardiac) CT, each method has been proven
diagnostically accurate and prognostically effi-
cient. In our perspective, the simple visual score
and the vessel-specific extent-based score are
most readily applied (\1 min), while remaining
diagnostically and prognostically accurate.
These methods would therefore be preferred to
more detailed methods. CAC on non-gated CT

has predominantly been investigated in
asymptomatic populations and is equally effi-
cient in both male and female patients.
Reporting on accidental CAC on non-gated
scans appears to have a clinical impact on
therapy tailoring and initiation. In addition,
this diagnostic tool plays a role in the contrast
between low-risk and high-risk markers for
coronary artery disease and the impact of dif-
ferent medical approaches. Low-risk markers,
which are widespread, are the focus of preven-
tive practitioners and public health measures
due to their potential for significant survival
improvement at a lower cost. Unfortunately,
the medical profession tends to concentrate on
high-risk markers, which appear to have a rela-
tively low prevalence. This leads to unnecessary
testing, high costs, and limited survival benefits
for most patients. Calcium scoring is positioned
in between the above-mentioned approaches.
When implemented optimally, CAC can iden-
tify high-risk individuals while avoiding
unnecessary tests and ensuring a more person-
alized and evidence-based approach to patient
care. Finally, CAC on non-gated CT is especially
clinically valuable for cardiac screening and
surveillance in patients with cancer, as the
prevalence of CAD and by extension the risk of
cardiovascular events (e.g., myocardial infarc-
tion) increases in this population. This can be
explained by the increasing survival of these
patients with a simultaneous increase in adverse
delayed side effects of their cancer treatments.
In addition, in this specific population, non-
gated CTs are often performed as a follow-up in
patients with cancer.

Despite the above-mentioned evidence
reported on the clinical utility of CAC evalua-
tion on non-gated CT, a gap in research
remains. For future perspectives, studies on the
following subjects could prove valuable.

Firstly, the diagnostic power of CAC on non-
gated CT for risk reclassification (i.e., negative
predictive power, specificity, and sensitivity)
and tailoring of downstream non-invasive
imaging in symptomatic patients could be
investigated. As optimization of this diagnostic
tool and incorporation of this method in stan-
dard care could lead to cost reduction of
downstream additional non-invasive imaging,
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as unnecessary testing is avoided and patient
care is more personalized and evidence-based.

With the use of previously performed scans
the clinical warranty of this information is
questioned. For CAC on non-gated CT, this has
yet to be determined. The warranty of the
Agatston score on cardiac CT, however, has
been extensively described [61–63]. Depending
on age, sex, ethnicity, and risk factors, the
warranty of CAC 0 on cardiac CT would be
between 3 and 7 years. Still, Dzaye et al. [64]
showed that it took 10 years before 15% of the
population had CAC 0 converted to CAC[100.
Arguably, the warranty of CAC on non-gated CT
would be similar to CAC on cardiac CT, as both
methods are of equal prognostic value and
describe the same feature of coronary
atherosclerosis, i.e., calcification.

The biggest theoretical argument against
performing CAC assessment as a risk classifier is
the inability to identify ‘‘soft plaque’’ or ‘‘low-
attenuation plaque’’. Recent studies have iden-
tified this feature of patients’ plaque as a high-
risk feature for myocardial infarction. However,
what becomes clear from the extensive litera-
ture on plaque quantification is that the total
‘‘CAD burden’’ is eventually most defining of
patients’ risk for events. Stone et al. showed that
total plaque burden C 70% gave the highest
hazard ratio of 5.03 (p\ 0.001) vs. 3.35
(p\ 0.001) thin-cap atheroma. According to the
Scottish Computed Tomography of the Heart
(SCOTHEART) trial by Williams et al. [65], the
‘‘low-attenuation plaque burden’’ is the stron-
gest predictor of fatal or nonfatal myocardial
infarction. However, in their study, the median
total plaque burden in patients with CAC 0–99
appeared to be 0%. Furthermore, the median
CAC score in patients without myocardial
infarction was 0 and the median CAC score in
patients with myocardial infarction was[0.

It should be noted that any kind of plaque
burden was associated with an increased risk of
cardiac events. Possibly, when looking specifi-
cally at patients with a high total plaque bur-
den, the noncalcified feature is a higher-risk
marker. However, for risk stratification of the
vast majority of low-risk patients with
stable chest pain, a rough estimate of disease
burden is well above the mark. A study by

Senoner et al. [66] reported that 26% of patients
with a calcium score of 0 showed CAD on
CCTA, with only 0.5% experiencing MACE,
suggesting that for risk classification, non-cal-
cified plaque might not be so worrisome.

CONCLUSIONS

To our knowledge, this is the first review to
describe the clinical utility of different kinds of
visual CAC assessment on non-gated unen-
hanced chest CT. We have observed an evident
clinical utility of coronary calcium assessed on
non-gated chest CT. This merely untapped
resource for cardiac risk information needs no
specific requirements for scan protocol, is radi-
ation-free, and cost-free. In conclusion, the
integration of CAC on non-gated chest CT for
clinical evaluation of patients in the general
practice of cardiology should be promoted. Still,
further research on the clinical utility is war-
ranted and should be encouraged.
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